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Introduction
Dirty Aly is young and innocent looking but don't let that fool you. This blonde just turned eighteen and
now that she is street legal she wants to make up for lost time. Watch her transform from the shy solo
chick she starts out as to become the filthy chick-fucking lipstick lesbian that guys love to cheer for.
Few starlets are as pretty as Aly and almost none of the lesbian breed are as Dirty!

Adult Review
If you want to see MILFs get fucked by guys then this is not a good choice for you, but if bi-curious teen starlets being taught
to take a lesbian licking is what gets your libido all lathered-up... Dirty Aly is one of the best choices for your porn dollar.
  
  Dirty Aly has her own official site stocked with 84 movies in its archives. Some are solo scenes featuring Aly while she
showers. masturbates and does private interviews - but the best movies are the ones featuring Dirty Aly and new Lightspeed
girls who are giving lesbian sex a try for the very first time on camera! If Aly gets her way they will never go back to men
because they will be too busy spreading their knees apart to let Aly inside them!
  
  Another fantastic feature of the Dirty Aly site are all the photo-sets featuring 1,000s of images that are sure to catch your
eye. Aly starts off as an innocent young blonde but now that her site has been around a while she has become increasingly
willing to go a step further and become a dirtier girl in her newer scenes.
  
  One drawback of the site is that the videos are offered in many dialup friendly versions but the highest resolution available
is 480x360. Dirty Aly still looks great but if you watch her full screen you will start to see some pixelation. Also, many of the
scenes are more softcore than some perverts may be used to... but that's because Dirty Aly is a true teen model... not a
disgusting skank like you see on so many other websites.
  
  As one of the Lightspeed girls, Dirty Aly is available along with all of the Included Sites listed on the right side of this
review. The site offers two different membership packages so read them carefully. One allows access to your choice of any
ten models, the other is only five bucks more and gives you full access to all 31+ website members areas. The Tongue
recommends the full package for obvious reasons. Once you get inside you won't want to be wasting any time clicking locked
sections when you could have had full approval for such a small amount more.

Porn Summary
There are a lot of old skanks online and plenty of young boring girls. There is a shortage of high quality teen models who are
willing to get dirty and not only is Dirty Aly one of the best... she also features her other sexy friends as they party together
and explore the possibilities that only teen lesbianism can lead to!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'With a vibrator in her hand, Dirty Aly is a master vagina-mechanic'
Quality: 84  Updates: 84 Exclusive: 95 Interface: 81
Support: 84 Unique: 87    Taste: 89        Final: 86

Porn Sites Included
Jordan Capri (88) ,Erica Lightspeed (87) ,Lightspeed University  (85) ,Lightspeed Sorority  (Preview) ,Heather Lightspeed
(Preview) ,Taylor Little (Preview) ,Faith Lightspeed (Preview) ,Reel 18 (Preview) ,Dana Lightspeed (Preview) ,Mandy
Lightspeed (Preview) ,Little Troublemaker (Preview) ,Tawnee Stone (Preview) ,Sweet Devon (Preview) ,Britney Lightspeed
(Preview) ,Gigi Lightspeed (Preview) ,XXX Raimi (Preview) ,Terry Lightspeed (Preview) ,Stacy Bride (Preview) ,Brandy
Didder (Preview) ,Ronni Tuscadero (Preview) ,Nikki Grinds (Preview) ,Tori Stone (Preview) ,Ashley Lightspeed (Preview) ,
Cum Filled Panties (Preview) ,Rachel 18 (Preview) ,Evitas Playhouse (Preview) ,Lacey White (Preview) ,Courtney
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Lightspeed (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Blondes, Coeds, Exclusive, Solo, Teen

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $34.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 84
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